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AD-P004 057

MODELLING CIRCULATION CONTROL BY BLOWING .. M.,

M.M. Soliman, Resoarch Follow, Southampton University
R.V. Smith, Chief Project Enginoer, Wostland Helicoptors, Yoovil

I.C. Cheosoman, Professor of Helicopter Engineering, Southampton University, UK. .

SUMMARY 0

-e5ýThis paper describes a now theoretical representation of circulation control based on discrete vortex
modelling techniques. The application of discrete vortex modelling to the prediction of circulation control is initially
presented for the Coanda flaw of a wail jot around a circular cylinder in a free stream. The decay in the jet
momentum, Jue to viscojs and ontiainment effects, has boon represented in the model by decaying the strength of each
vortex is it flows downstream frorn the slot. The model's application has then boon extended to predict the effect of
circulation control on other sh&,,os of aerofoll. The paper includes the application o the model to an elliptic section as
an example nf an% terofoil section that can be represented in a potential flow. The model has had considerable success I..

in predicting the lift produced froo,- sucn bodies duo to the jet, but information about the drag requires additional
modolling of th- surface bou;.dary layer. A similar technique has been used to represent the boundary layer by discrete
vortices and doublets, heo model's prediction has been compared with the experimental data of an unbilown circular
cy linder. ,.. .....

C Chord ,

Lift ceKficient L_ Al
CD Drug coefficient
C3 Jet monierntum coefficient
d : '.'or0ex distance
K1 Arbitrary decay constant
a t Tangential velocity
Re =Radius of the cylinder
Pv =Radial position of a vortex
R1 =Radial position of an Image vortex
Rb i Radial distance of the outer edge of boundary layer
Rd Radial distance of the outer edge of displacement thickness ". ,
t = Age of a vortex ,., ,-*,
t. • Slot thickness

i Free stream %.elocity .,. • ,
y i Vortex strength
Yo t Initial vortex strength

I 4d tmaeon•at thickness

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of circulation control for high lift generation was developed In the early 1960's at the National .
Gas Turbine Establishment and has since been investigated by a number of researchers. Larly work In the subject had S

imvestigated the lift and draug characteristics of two-dimensional circular and elliptic cross-soctions with circulution
control (Refevencea 1-4). Later work extended the application of circulation control concept to helicopter rotors,..--.
(Referemces 5.6). The main cupo-nt research effort Is the X.wlng. being developed for the US Navy and DARPA ".'*. ".*.

". .(Reforonces 7-9).

"*. Circulation control relies for lift generatlon on the ability of a wall jet to control the separation point at
the bluff trailing edge of an aerofoll. Conventional aerofails feature a sharp trailing edge which effectively determines
the location of the rear stagnation point. The rear stagnation point of an aerofoil with a non-sharp trailing edge is nut
constrained in this manner, and its location can be controulled by a wall jet. Control of the aerofoll circulation results
In, whet is known as, "circulation control by blowing".

The relationship between the lift generated b) a circulation control aerofail and the wall jet momentum .
supplied reflects a complex Interaction of the aurofoil design parameters. Factors Influencing performance Include the "
aorofoll shape, leading and trailing edge design, blowing slot width and the number of slote as well as slot(s) position.

The performance of an arbitrary circulation control aerofoil Is determined by the Interaction of these design
parmters.tO If a theoretical model does net correctly represent the effects of these parameters, it will fall to model an .
arbitrary circulation control aerofell. The lack of a generalized performance prediction method has restricted , ,
circulation cotrol dlokelopment and applications despite Its promising porformamoe.

2.4 cCNWNTKONAL CIRCULATKIN CONTROL OiDELL,, .

There have been several efforts to predict the performance of an arbitrary circulation control aerofoil, ell
based on a conventional boundlry layer approach to the problem. This approach was developed initially by Dunham
"(Reference 10) to predict the flow about a circular c.linder fitted with a wall jet exhausting near tangentially to its .
surface. Dunham's method relied on the convoentonal boundary layer and wall Jet calculations to decide the pressures at
the separation points on the uppoe and lower surfaceI A solution was reached when a certain jet strength satisfied
Thwaitas condtion (Reference 11) of equal searation pressures at the upper and lower surfaces.
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The model's accuracy of prediction depended on the assumptions made regarding the wall jet
•.representation, flow entrainment from the outer flow to the Jet, and the separation criterion. Dunham's model

satisfactorily predicted circulation control performance trends at low momentum coefficients (Figure 1). However, the .

;*" numberlcal accuracy became poor at high momentum coefficients with small slut widths or when analysing single slot
models. This accuracy reflected the sensitivity of the model to the treatment of separation and entrainment. These
became significant considerations when the length of the surface between the blowing slot(s) and the separation point .4 -

was large, either at high momentum coefficient, or when only one slot was employed at a position far from the
separation point. ,.

Similar methods have been developed (References 12-13), but all these methods relied on successful
development of semi-empirical expressions to treat turbulent boundary layers and wall jets over curved surfaces in the .

presence of an arbitrary pressure gradient. Although encouraging results have been obtained using this technique, a
more fundamental approach is desirable. It is desirable that such an approach should be sufficiently general to allow
treatment of the many applications of boundary layer control and Coanda flows in contemporary aerodynamics. A new
model is developed, and described below, which is based on a discrete-vortex approximation to the shear layer external
to a wall jet under an external stream.

2.2 DISCRETE VORTEX MODELLING OF CIRCULATION CONTROL

Discrete-vortex modelling consists of the representation of a shear layer, by a number of discrete vortex
filaments surrounded by an inviscid, irrotational flow. Deformation of the sheet is calculated by evaluating the velocity
induced at each element by the remaining elements and satisfying the boundary conditions of the initial flow. Discrete-
vortex modelling has been applied to a wide range of flows which include shear layer(s). Rosenhead (Reference 14)
applied this technique to the shear layer formed between two uniform streams of flow with equal speed in opposite • -
directions. The same technique was used to represent the two shear layers separating a stream from an exterior stream
flowing with equal speed in the opposite direction (Reference 15). Gerrard (Reference 16) adapted this approach to
model the wake shed by a bluff body, the shear layer at the wake boundary oeing represented by discrete vortices
introduced into the flow at successive time steps.

The application of this technique to circulation control was developed initially for circular cylinders ..

(Reference 17), then extended later for other forms of aerofoils (Reference 18). Several modifications and
developments have been introduced since, and the latest form of the models Is presented below.

*3.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION

Initially, the flow about a circular cross-section in a uniform stream is modelled with zero circulation. The
circular boundary is formed by introducing a doublet into the uniform stream. The shear layer formed at the edge of
the jet is represented by a series of discrete vortices. The shear layer Is formed as the jet emerges from the slot, so
the vortices are introduced progressively to simulate the growth of the jet as It leaves the slot and flows downstream.
The first vortex is introduced at a point above the circular boundary where the slot is located. The distance of this

point from the boundary is the slot width. The vortex is accompanied by an Image vortex Inside the boundary, with the
same strength but opposite en of rotation. The position of the image vortex is decided by the equatlon:

RvRI = RZo

where Rv i Radial distance of the vortex
aRi Radial distance of the image vortex

Ro i Radius of the circular boundary

the ab"ence The reason for introducing the image vortex Is to preserve the shape of the cIrcular boundary by ensuring .•.4..•

the absence of any normal velocity at the circular boundary. The external vortex moves a specified distance step after
vcalculate s the induced velocities on this vortex by all elements of the flow field, including Its image. The image

gvortex postion is readjusted according to equatt .n (1), while a now vortex is introduced at the slat lip with ita new ..

'image. The process to repeated, allowing each vortex to move a distance proportional to the time taken by the initial
vortex to move over the fixed distance-step, and also to the local velocity ol the vortex in question. After each step, a
new vorteaximage is Introduced at the slot lip. The proces leads eventually to a sheet of discrete vortices as shown In

..... ..

,,-. 3.2 JET CAY''

In the real flow, the jet momentum decays due to viscous and mass entrainment effects. As a segment of
"the jet mos flow leaves the slot and flows downstream, a gradual los of its momentwn occurs due to viscosity and
entrainment from the external flow. This los In momentum may be represented In the model by the use of a time
dependent vortex decay. The rate of los of momentum Is expectad to be in proportion to the initial jet moamentum and
the external flow momentum. Therefore, an arbitrary form of decay has been adopted In the model by reducing the
vortex skrength as it flows from the slot. Asuming that the initial strenth of the vortex is 66), then it strength will
be reduced to the value

NM - Y0 .KXP(- •K•ot/d) (2)

where U. t Free stream velocity
*"d i Distance step

t a Time age of the vortex
K a Arbitrary constant ,*..4

, ,.. , .%.,
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The value( o/4represents the circulation per unit length of the shear layer when the jet leaves the slot, hence It can be
*, used as a measure of the jet momentum. The value u. is a measure of the momentum of the external flow. The chosen

form of decay obeys the observed conditidns that the strength of the vortex becomes zero as Its age Increases
indefinitely and that Its decay Is most rapid, when the vortex age is small and the shear Is greatest.

3.3 CALCLLATION OF THE LIFT AND JET MOMENTUM COEFFICIENTS (CL and Cj) S

The lift coefficient (CL) is calculated by Integrating the normal local pressure coeffIcIents (cq on the
circular boundary, determined as usual from

cpt - 1 - (U /U.) 2

where Ul local velocity induced by all the flow elements.

The jet ma&, flow rate (th ) is defined as pVjtj, where Vj is the mean jet velocity at the slot exit, tj is the i
jet thickness at the slot.Vj Is calculated In the model as the surface velocity beneath the slot lip and defined as Vs. The
jet momentum Is then defined as the product of rt and the Increment in surface velocity beneath the slot(AV)due to the
presence of the jet. In defining this jet momentum, a primary consideration is that the momentum coefficient
predicted should be zero when no air is supplied to the blowing system. Therefore the jet momentum coefficient Is
calculated as,

Cj - (V Av tj)/(U2 2

where V. is the total surface velocity at the slot and AV is the velocity induced at the surface by the
vortices only.

4.1 MODEL CONVERGENCE AND SENSITIVITY TO VORTEX SPACING

The lift and momentum coefficients will be reliably predicted when the following conditions are mett-

1) the geometry of the jet sheet should stabllse so that the introduction of additional vortices have no
effect on it

2) the vortex spacing used to model the jet shoet should not affect the lift and momentum coefficients"

"In the previous sections It has been shown that the process of Introducing vortices at the slot lip eventually
,* led to a fixed geometry for the jet sheet which was unaffected by the Introduction of further vortices at the slot lip,

thus satisfying condition (I) above.

-. Condition 2 was tested by evaluating CL wad Cj for different values of the vortex-distance ratio (d' = d/R)
for appropriate initial vortex strengths )b determined so thaty yUdLU. remained constant. Figures 3 and 4 show that the
predicted values of CL and Cj is strongly dependent on the vortex-distance ratio d'. The curves of both figures suggest
that there are unique values of CL and Cj when d' a 0. The curves do not continue to d' ; 0 because the effect that one N ,
vortex Induced on Its immediate neighbours became very large at small d' and the resultant motion of the sheet are

, best described as chaotic. To solve this problem, a vortex splitting process has bow adopted as explained below. ,• .

4.2 VORTEX SPUTTINl--
' In order to study the convergence of the model's prediction, further reduction in the vortex distance Is

* needed, without altering the contour of the vortex sheet. Reduction of the vortex distanice is possible by splitting the
vortices after the sheet's contour has been established. Each vortex In the set Is divided into a group of sub-vortices. .. .
The sub-vortices are spread al" tie line separating this vortex from the next oam. The strength of each sub-vortex ti ..

calculated in proportion with the general decay of the sheet as expressed In equation (2), provided that the total
strength of a group of suh-vortices equals the strength of the original vortax which was split. This has limlaritite to
Maalew's work (Ref.19). .

The splitting process allows an Indefinito reduction in the vortex distaince withoUt altering the contour of .
the vortex sheet, U" the circulatioln .'. .. ..

Figures 5 and 6 show the results obtained by introducing the splitting process to the model. The figures %. -

show tht both CL and Cj continue to converge towarde ultimate values, as sugeted before by Figures 3 and 4. A'., .
wider range of Investigation got differet circular cylinders has conluded that If the vortex distance is eventually %' " '

reduced to 0.1 per cent of the cylinder's radius, the predicted CL and Cj values will converge to within 0 per cent of
its ultimate values. The ultimata values are those expected if the vortex distanoce is reduaclto zero, I.e. when ii -00.

vortex shet becomes 3 co•ltnuous sheet of vgrtlclt). The model, in this form, has succesfully represented a
continuous sheet of vortlclty by a discrete vortex model. ,

C.1 CMARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA ,.. • ...

The tnatho "iatical model has been applied to a wide raimp of circular cylinders and Its predictions * .
compared with the corrtipanig earwmetlal data. The spplcatlwi' has covered different circul4r cylinder design•s
and flow conditions. A v iirlet) of circular cylinders have been tested and reported in Ref.(2). Two of those models have -.--
been chose to demonstrate the vortex modelas prediction capability. Figure 7 shows the comparlson for a single slot .: "
imodel (RO1*JEY M .EL 2 BUILD 4) at two angles of attick. Figure 7a reprewts the case when the s was %.
located at the top dead cetre, with the wind tunel speed• t M.% 0.2. In Figure 7b the lot was movedl Z &It from top
dead centze, while the tumWel speed was at M.;; 0.34. The prediction has boe calauated tI each cas for different

! -*
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values of the arbitrary constant 0<), defined in the decay equation (2). The model gives an excellent prediction of the
Sexperimental results when K = 0.165. Despite the differences in free :tream velocity and slot position, the same value

.: of K has produced equally good agreement with the experiment shown In the second case (7b).

"A different model (ROMNEY MODEL 2 BUILD 2) has been used for further comparison. The model
employed two slots, one at top dead centre and the other at 300 downstream, while the wind tunnel speeds were M.=
0.2 and 0.32, as shown In Figure (8). The discrete vortex model has been applied in this case by introducing vortices 0
from the two slots simultaneously. Both sheets have the same intensity of vorticity, the total jet momentum
coefficient is the sum of both jet momentum coefficients. The motion of each %ortex is decided by the velocity induced

- .; on this vortex by all vortices hi both sheets. Figure 8 shows that the prediction is consistent with that produced in the
single slot model, since the value of K remains virtually unchanged. The comparison of the discrete vortex model's

*'' prediction with other circular cylinders has produced the same conclusion. The Nalue of K remains near constant in all
cases, regardless of the model's dimension, slot(s) position on five stream velocity. A similar conclusion has been .* .

obtained when the model is applied to cross-3ections other than circular. An' example of this application is shown .2_<
below .. _

"5.2 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO ELLIPTIC-SECTIONS

The discrete-vortex modelling may be used to represent a jet on other cross-sections. The modelling can
"be applied to any section provided that it can be represented by potential flow elements such as doublets, sinks, sources,
etc. This representation is essential because it Is used as a starting point for the discrete vortex modelling. However,
an alternative method to predlct the performance of a specified cross-section Is to use the conformal transformation.
If the required section can be produced by a suitable conformal transformation from a circular section, then the

;. velocity distribution, as predicted from the model oiscussed above, can be transformed to predict the performance of
* the required section. This method has been used to predict the performance of an elliptic-section. The Kutta-

Zhukovsky transformation has been used to calculate the velocity distribution on the elliptic boundary which allows the
calculation of oath lift and jet momentum coefficients of the ellipse.

-" A comparison with experimental results Is shown in Fimiure 9. The experimental model is Allcock's elliptic
section 10/A (Reference 3), the section has a thickness chord ratio of ?0%, with the slot located at a position of 0.874C

* from the leading edge, C being the chord of the ellipse. Figure 9 shows a similar result to that demonstrated for the
* circular section. A value of K within the range of 0.15-0.165 brings the model's prc-diction into very good agreement
i .i with the experimental data, further supporting the thought that K may be a constant irrespective of section.

S:6.1 BOUNDARY LAYER MODELLING BY DLSCRETE-VORTICES

",* - The previous discussion has shown that the discrete vortex modelling of the jet's shear layer successfully

predicts the lift produced from an arbitrary aerofoil section with circulation control. The model in Its present form

cannot provide a prediction of the drag produced from such an aerofoil. An accurate prediction of the drag requires
Sadditional modelling of the surface boundary layer. The surface boundary layer Is a shear layer which forms on the
aerofoll boundary due to the "non-slipT condition at the surface. The surface shear layer is formed between a zero-

. velkclty surface and an external flow of non-zero velocity, while the jet oear layer is formed between a high velocity
"jet flow and an external slower velocity flow. Therefore the surface shear layer can be considered as a sheet of "-

* -vorticity similar to that of the jet but with the opposite sense of circulation. While the Jet sheet speeds up the flow at
the upper surface, the boundary layer sheet tends to slow the flow down. Therefore the circulation In the two sheets
will be opposite. A discrete vortex model of the boundary layer on an urnbown circular section has been developed prior
to combining it with the jet model in order to predict both lift and drag.

6.2. UNB.OWN CIRCULAR SECTION BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL

"A model of discrete vortices, which represent the boundlary layer, must satisfy the boundary ceo tions of
the flow in this layer. The velocity profile Inside the boundary layer should satisfy the two bsc conditlon of zero
velocity at the surface and a velocity at the outer edge of the profile equal to that of the potential flow. The presence
of the vortices should create a velocity field which, when combined with the potential flow field, leads to a velocity
profile similar to that measured in the boundary layer. Figure 10 explains how a pair of vortices (vortex * Image)
create a %elocity profile that alters the potential flow profile into one similar to that of a boundary layer. The ,
"magnitude of the velocities in the vortex profile depend on the streNth and position of the vo4ex relative to the
circular bouncdary, as well as the angular distance of the vortex from the centrol point A.

To calculate the strength of the vortex, consider a control area as shown in Figure 11. The area lies
between two arbitrary angular positions (01, 02), It, Internal edge Is the circular cylinder s"nface e"d the outer edge
lies in the flow just outside the boundary layer. The total circulation bu -4t-i tsy this .r1•4 .*i ;ct4ated 4a r "

f " q 45 ''

where q a the velocity tangential to the aroa's boundary
and ds . ele nt of distance along the waes boundary

Sice qO a lo," the circle surf ce

J Rtb 4tdo q,,,dr 0O q., .d

"whare qt I Potential flow tangential velocIty .... '
, Normal velocity Inside e boundary layer

o , Anijular position maoured from the ladlK edge "

S.:.: :-: :
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Assuming that the change in the normal velocity between positionse6 and62 is negligible, e. =

Y 2RQ J de (3)

The circulation calculated in this way satisfies the conditions of zero surface velocity, and that the p
velocity outside the boundary layer is that of the potential flow. However, if equation (3) is applied for the vortices at
positions .90O, the calculated circulation will decrease as e Increases because of the reduction in qt . This Is not
physically ceptable, since the boundary layer vorticity has to Increase because it represent. the momentum destroyed .
by the surface. Therefore it has been assumed that the vortex strength remains constant for the region 8 )900. The ." "
complete modelling of the boundary layer starts by dividing the layer along the surface into (n) control areas of equal 4 •, .. '

angular width. The circulation within each box Is calculated according to equation (3) or according to the assumption ,.,..
mentioned above, then each calculated circulation is concentrated in a single vortex at the middle angular position
between Oland 020Fig.11). The distance of each vortex from the circular surface it decided by applying the condition of
zero velocity at (n) control points on the circle. The control points are chosen at the intermediate angular positions ' .
between the vortices. These points are used as reference points for calculating the velocity profiles across the
boundary layer. The application of zero velocity condition leadc to (n) algebraic equations which can be solved to
calculate the exact positions of the vortices. The model adopts two groups of (n) discrete vortihes to represent the
boundary layer at the upper and lower surfaces, but only (n) algebraic equations are solved because of the symmetry of
the flow on both surfaces. The velocity profile has been calculated at each control point, and the outer edge of the
profile (Rb) is considered to be reached when the calculated velocity equals that of the potential flow. -.

The calculated velocity profile has been used to calculate the displacement thickness at each c€ntrol point. . .
The displacement thickness Is calculated from the equations,

f c~ dyVJ' qt tdyJr j qt dy]I where Ad to 6d

where dy : distance element along the radial direction .
8d t Displacement thickness .,..
PV denotes the original potential flow
•L denotes the boundary layer cke to vortex flow -7.

This equation Is driven from the definition of the displacement thickness as the distance by which the
potential flow streamlines are displjced by the presenco at the boundary layer.

The pressue coefficient at this point is then defined as

CPU I . (4tau.)Z , .- ,,

where qtd is the tangential Potential flow velocity at the distance Rd. The pressre coefficient distribution along the
surface is used to correlate the model's prediction with the experimental data. To complete modelling the flow around
the circular cylinder, It is necessary to model the separated flow region behind the cylinder. The position of the 4. -

separation point is decided from the calculated velocit- profiles by using the definition of separation. The sepaation
point is defined as the point where the surface shear stress vanishos, I.e. when t tangential velocity gradient at the
#urface becomes zero CWlanu 0. This gradient has been calculated from the velocity profile at each control point until
its value reaches zero. The separation Is considered to occur at this position and the separation pressure coefficient Is
taken as the pressure toefficient of this point. Since the separated flow region has constant pewmsr, It ti simulated by "." ""
introducing a number of doublots on the surface between the separation poitsL The strength of these doub let are
decided by applying the condition of coMnstt separation pressure at the cnrol points In the separated area.

The model's prediction of the pressro coefficient distribution has been cmnpated with Ackftbaceh a detas
(Reference 20) for a supercritic4l flow, i.e. the turbulent boundary layer Is fully developd. Figure 1 shows t.-
comparison between experiment, potential flow ancl modl's predction. The figure showe how the* niumber of vortices
has affected the predicted separation positidn en pressure. It has been foud as suggested by the figure, that the
pqediction converges rapidly as thd nunber of vortices Increases. If the .nuber Is Incfrased more then 60, there Is .
little effect an the predicted position and pressure at separation. Apart from the region betwee On S 1 1SS, the ' "" " **

prediction two produced a very good agreement with the uexerinwtal data. The deficiency In the prediction in this !.,'-,.,,
region is probably doe to the assumption of constant vortlcity in the reo of at) ••0. The models prediction Is ,%is .
expected to Improve if the vorticity incream In this region rather then remaining constant. Further Investigation Is .'. ,
required to find a for-ua• governIng the growth of vorticity in this region. The ditg coefficiet C 0 has been calculated *" "
by Integatirq the predicted pressue distributio an comproed with the experimeMnal value. The predicted presumre
distribution gave a value of CC a 0.768, while the corresponding exprtmenal value was C0 * 0.7I,. that I% an er f .an .of
lae than 2%. The naticlsle error in the model's prediction of the Cp diAtrioutin in th r of lat 100 O > has, as
expected, a very small contribution to the calculatd val" of C&j .~

7. • • t

A theoretical modoe has been developed to predict the performance of an arbitrary asrofoll whoss
circulation fik controlled by blowing. The model reb an fonrpresening the existing sha layer(s) by she(s) of discrete
vortices rather then using the conventionad boj q (whee) laer siadIsls. Intlaily, a model has been developed to
predict the lift end jot momeatum coefficients of a section equ'pped with e "lot which dischtargs a wall jet _, , *.

downstream. The shear layer between tem je and the external flow he: been represented b a sewle A vortices ," -
emorging from '.M sloL Tt* model has employed a form of voras time docay to simulate the reel j1ot daecVy A to *

, 4%.%. %*-,

t- ...
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viscous and entrainment effects. It has been assumed that the strength of decay is in proportion to the external flow
momentum, the jot momentum and an arbitrary constant of decoy. In comparison with experimental data, the model's
prediction has shown that the value of this arbitrary constant is approximately fixed despite the wide variations in
model geometry, number of slots and external flow velocity. In order to predict the drag of the circulation controlled
aerofoil, a second model has been developed to represent the boundary layer on an unblown circular aorofoil, as an
Initial stop towards combining the two models for the prediction of both lift and drag. The boundary layer, as a shear
layer, has been represonted In the model by a series of discrete vortices, while the separated flow region has been
simulated by a group of doublets. The strength of vortices/doublots has boon calculated using the boundary conditions i .
applicable to the boundary layer and separation criteria. The model's prediction of the pressure distribution around the
surface has produced reasonable agreement with the experimental data of the unblown circular soction. The
experimental drag coefficient ls predicted theoretically, with an error of only 2%.

A combination of the jet and the unblown models is expected to result in a generalized representation
which predicts both lift and drag coefficients of an arbitrary circulation controlled sorofoil. It is also expected that by
combining the jet and the boundary layer sets of vortices, an explanation for the nearly constant value of decay in the
jet modal may be possible. 0
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